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Beaches and Mountains - Jon Cornwall

During a moment of training for managers in using virtual tools to lead good teams a point was made by
someone that there are beach people and mountain people, that people will gravitate and be inspired by one.
This was roundly dismissed by all parties who said they were equally inspired by both the sea and by the
mountain-scape, we are contrary by nature it seems. 
 
Having once moved from a house in Canvey Island to a Manor House (Youth Centre - i'm not that lucky) in the
Lake District I can assure you I am a mountain person. It is important to know where the heart needs to go in
order to sing. I am convinced Jesus knew this about us. Encounters with God, (Theophany if you wish to be
technical) so frequently happen on a mountain , whether Moses, Elijah, Abraham, Noah or Jesus Transfigured,
Crucified and Ascended. People need to extol a certain amount of effort and intention and to reach a certain
altitude in order to be sufficiently clear headed. Think on that moment when you were part way through
climbing a mountain yourselves, the peak is still well ahead, but then you look behind you. Look how far we have
come. How the footsteps have multiplied, how much progress has already been achieved in such a short time.
You know what it means to be a Vincentian far better than I ever could. We aren't destination people, we are
journey people. We are the people who will stop and help when we can, we will journey with others at their own
pace. But, remember this, when the journey ahead seems too far to go... Stop... look how far you have already
come... and like Noah leaving a flood, Moses leaving an arguing community, Elijah seeking an alternative to
suicide in the desert or the disciples who had just finished arguing about which is greatest to witness the God
who was always there. 
 
For many of the disciples (and lets for this sake walk the path of Peter) the waterside represents the place where
they were called to serve. This will remind them of the day that they won the fish-catching lottery only to leave
what they caught for the greater prize they found in Christ. It is in this place that you will earn your nickname for
your steadfastness. This is the same water which you will sail on and while in terror of the storm you see your
Rabbi asleep. Or when sailing by yourselves you will see this same Teacher walk on water, when you yourself
tried it you sank, though you will always hold that memory, not just of sinking but of that split second when you
held firm. It is on this waterfront that the Risen Christ will appear to you and instruct your fishing, where you will
be forgiven of your denial, your claim to steadfastness is restored and you are then commissioned to lead. 
 
If a mountain person needs to be reminded to not just look ahead and up, a beach person perhaps needs to be
called 'home'. Where for you is the place that you have to go, to learn or perhaps re-learn who and what you are.
We cannot travel physically these days so instead lets join the world in becoming nostalgic. 
 
Let us continue our Easter as virtual pilgrims by giving ourselves time to return to our sacred spaces. Feed 
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yourself with the art you love, the music which brings you back to yourself, the books which make you more,
watch whichever film calls you home. Remember your calling, remember your virtues, remember your great
successes and be refreshed. We are all being asked to be at our best and this can only be done if we also take a
little care of ourselves.
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